The two key concepts that drive much
of the scrutiny of foundations today
are accountability and transparency.
And both of these concepts are amplified with greater access to information. As part of the more skeptical
ethos ushered in by the national
tragedies of Watergate and the war in
Vietnam, public institutions of all types
are held to a higher standard of
accountability than they were before.
Public officials and institutions now
have to continually earn the trust of a
questioning public, and foundations
are no exception.
Transparency is a related concern, more
commonly discussed in the conduct of
business affairs. Transparency means
that an enterprise conducts its affairs in
a way that makes decision processes
and financial transactions open to
scrutiny, as a way to prevent corruption
and to ensure the most effective use of
resources. Foundations have greater
flexibility and latitude than government agencies in determining how
they spend their money. But there is no
way to escape the sense that an increasingly curious public wants to know
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Ideas on Communications for the
New or Small Family Foundation

■

Consider how communications can facilitate your own internal operations,
such as communication among trustees via email, a “family” page on a
website (probably by password), and communications with contractors
and advisors.

■

Look at ways to get out the important messages to be found in your Mission
Statement and grant guidelines: issue an announcement, a press release, or
a brochure; go on community television; create a listserv for grantees.

■

Develop an annual reporting mechanism that complements your Form 990PF and is right for your family foundation style. For example, you can send
a photocopy of the annual report to those you hope to involve or to those
who request information. A photocopy saves time and money.

■

Talk with other founders and trustees in your community who share funding interests, and ask for ideas on how to get the word out.

■

If you do not accept unsolicited proposals, say so. Many family foundations
begin by funding organizations they know, while researching new ones.

■

Think about how communications can help your grantees and add “bang
to your grant dollars.” Draft procedures for and standard language on how
nonprofit organizations can and cannot use your foundation name in their
communications.

■

Develop a strategy for responding to press inquiries before it’s an issue.

■

Consider the advantage of a communications advisor as an ad hoc or
retained consultant or firm. Such a professional can help you during the
startup phase and be available later, as needed.
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research libraries, operating throughout the country and online, provide
information on nearly 60,000 foundations. And Guidestar, an online search
service run by Philanthropic Research,
Inc., is attempting to publish financial
and program information about all
charities and foundations.
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